
 

Diddy Kong Racing Wad Wii __HOT__

to perform this glitch, the player must enter donkey kong country 3: diddy's kong quest (split into
two halves, one containing the adventure mode, and the other containing the world map) with diddy
kong as the lead character (dixie kong is optional, but cannot be the lead character). then, the player

must pick up the first dk barrel and hold it against a wall. the player must now drop the barrel and
quickly pick it up again; if done correctly, the barrel will break, but diddy will act as if he's still

holding it. after throwing the invisible barrel, it will be replaced with a nearby object, with the exact
object depending on how much of the level had been traversed before throwing [15] . throughout

most of the level, this will cause an enemy to warp in front of diddy, following which the enemy will
often die immediately. if thrown near the top, it will be replaced with the no rambi sign. both of these
outcomes are relatively harmless. however, if thrown near the bottom or side, it will be replaced with
the purple pyro grenade, which explodes as soon as thrown. if thrown shortly after being picked up,
the invisible barrel will be replaced with the nearby rambi barrel. the transformation aspect of the
rambi barrel becomes broken after this happens, and will typically cause diddy to either turn into a

screen-sized glitchy mess, an incorrectly-colored klubba with no hammer, which stands in place, or a
fully-black kleever, which moves slowly to the side while spinning. in all three of these cases, the
game typically will softlock shortly thereafter. this glitch only occurs in certain versions of donkey

kong country 3: diddy's kong quest, which differs from the normal rom in being the original donkey
kong country 3.
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